
Welcome To

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to Frog Street Threes!



WELCOME: A Little About Me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator: Make this about you! (photo optional) Give a brief background about yourself, include any personal experience with FS. Connect with your audience!



Frog Street Threes

Today’s Agenda

Modeling a Lesson

Family Engagement

Lesson Planning and Modifications

Brain Smart Start

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: Today we have an exciting agenda ahead of us. Let’s look at what we will cover in our short time together.



Celebrating THREES with: 

• Child-centered and intentional
• Covering all domains each day, incorporating social-emotional 

development featuring Dr. Becky Bailey’s Conscious Discipline®

• Adaptations for special needs
• Adaptations for dual language learners

• High-interest topics and materials
• Songs, stories, rhymes, finger plays and games

THEME-BASED ACTIVITIES

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION

JOYFUL LEARNING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the slide aloud.IMPORTANT: There are some very significant developmental differences between 3 and 4 year olds. We address those difference in FS ThreesKnowing the following is true – This is their first formal introduction to the alphabet.This is the time to lay a strong Math foundation.This is when significant social bridges are developed. 



What makes 3-year-olds unique?
FROG STREET THREES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What makes 3-year-olds unique?There are many key developmental milestones unique to little ones ages 36-48 months. 3-year-olds begin to show affection and concern for their friends, can follow 2- and 3-step directions, love make-believe play, are expanding their language capacity, and can pedal a tricycle. 



Brain Smart Start®

 Unite

 Calm

 Connect

 Commit

“Self regulation is the key to school readiness and more
powerful than IQ as a predictor of academic achievement.”     

Becky Bailey, Ph.D. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the quote from B.Bailey.   -  The Brain Smart Start creates a predictable routine that optimizes the school experience for both children and their teachers. This four-part routine sets the tone for the day and supports internal state for a peaceful and focused beginning. BENEFITS: CD  uses findings from brain science research to provide a routine that Helps turn off the stress response.Creates  a favorable emotional climate.Helps children focus during the transition from home to schoolSAY: Every day teachers start the day with this 4 part routine. It is non-negotiable.  This sets the tone for your entire day.We start with UNITING.



WHY  SING?

 Increases alertness
 Enhances memory
 Improves brain processing
 Syncs the brain to patterns

Brain Smart Start ®

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each day we Unite in the classroom by singing a song. Read the slide regarding benefits of singing. 



Unite: Open, Shut Them

Open, shut them, open, shut them.
Give a little clap, clap, clap.
Open, shut them, open, shut them.
Place them in your lap.

Creep them, creep them,
Creep them, creep them,
Right up to your chin.
Open wide your little mouth, 
But do not let them in.

Open, shut them, open, shut them.
Give a little clap, clap, clap.
Open, shut them, open, shut them.
Place them in your lap.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  We want to start our training today with the Brain Smart Start, just like in your classrooms. Let’s engage our brains!When we unite, we sing with others. There are many song choices on the program CDs, however, your TG will address song selection during the “Greeting Circle” portion of the day.INTRODUCE:  Hand motions.



Calm

 Unite

 Calm

 Connect

 Commit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: Children often come to school stressed.  The transition itself from home to school, from child to student is a big change.Teachers are stressed as well.   They transition from being a mother, father, husband, or wife, to a teacher.  Transitions can be difficult for everyone.Intentional breathing strategies (inhaling through the nose, exhaling through the mouth) gets oxygen to  the brain, diffusing the Chemicals  that create stress and hinder learning. We will focus on  several calming strategies throughout the program.



Calm

Smell the flower . . . Blow out a candle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: Children often come to school stressed.  The transition itself from home to school, from child to student is a big change. Teachers can be stressed as well.   They transition from being a mother, father, husband, or wife, to a teacher.  Transitions can be difficult for everyone.Intentional breathing strategies (inhaling through the nose, exhaling through the mouth) gets oxygen to  the brain, diffusing the chemicals  that create stress and hinder learning. MODEL using your finger as a flower/candle. Have everyone do it together. Repeat 3 times.



Connect

 Unite

 Calm

 Connect

 Commit

 Eye contact

 Fully present

 Touch

 Playful

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNECTING: When we take time to connect with children in our classroom, we show them they are valuable members of our school family. What are the ways you connect with your students? (hug, smile, conversations, etc.) There are 4 crucial components to a true connection: direct eye contact, being fully present, element of touch and it is playful(show CD I Love You Rituals video at this point if desired.)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CD video – powerful example of connecting at all ages. Time permitting. 



Connect: Hold My Hands

Hold My Hands
(Tune: “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”)

Hold, hold, hold, my hands,
Gently, just like this.

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
I’ll leave you with a kiss.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: Now it’s your turn to connect with each other! For this activity we really want to connect with one another by practicing the four components of Conscious Discipline’s Connecting Rituals.



Commit

 Unite

 Calm

 Connect

 Commit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COMMIT – Every day we ask children to make a commitment to keep the classroom safe. They learn that to set goals and that theirBehavior contributes to the safety of their classmates. Seven commitments we will be focusing on throughout the school year. 



Commit

I commit to:

Be Fully 
Present

Be Child 
Centered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK: Ask participants if they are willing to commit to the items projected on the screen. If so, give a THUMBS UP!



Getting Started

What you teach me birth to three, will be what matters most to me.

What you teach me when I’m three, will open doors when I’m four.
~ Pam Schiller, PhD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read Dr. Schiller’s quote.  This should give all of us in early childhood a sense of purpose! 



How does Frog Street Threes 
meet the specific needs of 3-year-olds?

Literacy
Development 

Math 
Foundation

Social 
Bridge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at how Frog Street Threes meets the specific needs of 3-year-olds in these areas:-It enhances literacy development by offering children a formal introduction to the alphabet-It creates a “social bridge” as children this age begin to join in play with others-It lays the cornerstones for understanding foundational math concepts



Social and Emotional Domain      

COOPERATIVE  PLAY 

• The social bridge between playing beside 
another child to actually fully interacting 
with another child

• Final stage typically reached between 
the ages of 36 and 48 months 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By age three, children will have moved from onlooker (watching others) to parallel play (playing beside others) to associative play (playing with others but not in an organized fashion).  These are all steps toward the final goal of cooperative play where children interact in organized play with their peers.NOTE – The Smile Icon indicating an opportunity for social interaction. Any time you see this icon during instruction, it means that activity provides a chance to practice and develop social skills.



kjj

Digging Deeper
Into 

Frog Street 
Three’s

Daily Lessons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s review the instruction in Frog Street Threes, focusing on the daily lessons.



Theme and Weekly Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each guide begins with a theme overview outlining all four weeks of instruction. NOTE: It is important for the themes to be followed in order, from One to Nine in order to follow the intentional Scope and Sequence built in.



Language Domain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frog Street Threes offers exposure and practice opportunities for these phonological awareness skills.Sentence Seg. – tappingSyllable Seg. – clappingRhyme Awareness – first stage of recognizing rhymeAlliteration – Example in Morning Th. 7, Week 2 Morning Message, “Jack juggles jam jars.”Onomatopoeia – the creation of words that imitate the sound they are describing – Introduced in Theme 9 when children sing “Old MacDonald Had a Farm”Cows moo, chicks peep, pigs oink



Morning Message

• Phonological Awareness 
- Say the sentence.

• Print Concepts

- Write the sentence saying each word.

• Letter Knowledge

- Underline the letters.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frog Street Threes offers children’s their first formal introduction to the alphabet. Letters are presented to children in a variety of multisensory ways and introduced throughout the daily morning message.  Children will go through all 26 letters at least three times.Read the slide, reviewing the skills covered daily in the Morning Message. Two-year-olds often begin to recognize environmental print, such as the name of a fast-food restaurant or the name on a cereal box.  Understanding that letters make up words and that words make up sentences is an extension of this ability.  The more often three-year-olds are exposed to print, the more adept they become at recognizing that space between letters separates words, print moves from left to right and top to bottom on a page, and words have meaning.  By age four, children who have been routinely exposed to print and intentionally taught to recognize breaks between words and print directionality, have developed this understanding and therefore have a firm foundation in early literacy.



Literacy

Read – Aloud Time 
1. Introduce
2. Prepare
3. Read
4. Ask

First Reading

Additional Readings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Literacy skills will be introduced in Morning Message and Read Aloud time.Reminder - The same literacy pieces will be read throughout the week. This repetition is needed to internalize the vocabulary and concepts.The first reading for each Read-Aloud is introduced using a consistent 4-step process: introduce, prepare, read, ask. Additional Readings are kept “fresh” with the use of comprehension questions with a new, intentional focus/goal in mind.



Math

Scope and Sequence 

Theme 1 Free Exploration

Theme 2 Attributes & Spatial Relationships

Theme 3 Classification

Themes 4-5 Patterns

Themes 5-6 One-to One Correspondence

Theme 7 Order and Sequence

Themes 8-9 Numeration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have the Math Scope and Sequence followed in Frog Street Threes. A strong Math foundation is nurtured by presenting skills in an appropriate development sequence, offering concrete hands-on experiences in meaningful contexts, and using consistent language and teaching strategies.Math skills are presented throughout the curriculum along a continuum that allows children to take what they know about one concept and apply it to the next.  Each week a skill is highlighted and activities are provided so children can practice that skill in different context and with a variety of materials.



Modifications and Differentiation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Differentiated instruction provides children with different ways to learn so all children can learn effectively regardless of their abilities or backgrounds. Modifications can be found in the teacher guides during the daily instruction. 



Modifications and Differentiation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have a closer look. Modifications for both Special Needs children and Dual Language learners are provided for daily lessons. Children are at many different levels developmentally during this period of growth. Frog Street Threes is responsive to these differences. 



Building  Strong Family Partnerships   

38 Family Connections Cards     

in English and Spanish
 Theme Letters

 PATT Mats

Daily Reports

 Family Letters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several resources are available on the portal to build strong family connections. Review the weekly notes that go to parents, providing activities at home to build on the skills children are developing in the classroom.  Review other resources listed on the slide. 



Building  Strong Family Partnerships   

Family 

Bulletin Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A family bulletin board strengthens family connections using photos to personalize each child’s special place in their family and in your classroom. 



Practical Application – It’s Your Turn!

Model your part of the day ~

• Greeting Circle
• Morning Message
• Read Aloud
• Literacy
• Math/Science
• STEAM
• Moving and Learning
• Closing Circle

Teach!

Use the teacher guide pages previously downloaded.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pass out the Threes DAY 2 Activity Bags to each table. Have each table model a the entire day of instruction, stepping into assist, as needed. 



REFLECTIONS

What will you 
take away

with you today?   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What were some of your “ah-ha” moments during our short time together today?



We Wish You Well

My heart to your heart – I wish you well.
My elbow to your elbow – I wish you well.

My back to your back – I wish you well.
My eyes to your eyes – I wish you well.

How can we can help everyone we know?
How can we help each other grow?

Sometimes it’s hard to know what to do.
Wishing them well connects me and you.  
Wishing them well connects me and you.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sing the farewell song, wishing everyone well.
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